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Abstract—Correctly tuning the hyperparameters of a machine
learning model can improve classification results. Typically hyperparameter tuning is made by humans and experience is
needed to fine tune them. Algorithmic approaches have been
extensively studied in the literature and can find better results.
In our work we employ a quantum genetic algorithm to address
the hyperparameter optimization problem. The algorithm is
based on qudits instead of qubits, allowing more available
states. Experiments were performed on two datasets MNIST
and CIFAR10 and results were compared against classic genetic
algorithms.
Index Terms—hyperparameter tuning, quantum genetic algorithms, evolutionary programming, machine learning, optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In machine learning, correctly tuning the several parameters
of a model could affect its performance. This process is usually
carried out by hand, by observing the results and progressively
refining the parameters. Hand tuning requires experience,
constant attendance and can consume a fair amount of time.
Algorithmic approaches have been proposed in the literature
[9] allowing the automation of the procedure, reducing time
required and yielding better results.
Evolutionary programming has been extensively used in
optimization problems [16]. Hyperparameter tuning is an
optimization problem, where the best value for each parameter
is selected in order to increase the accuracy of the model
[13]. Genetic algorithms have been used to tune parameters on
various machine learning models, from deep neural networks
[15], [20], to support vector machines [2], [3].
A variation of genetic algorithm, based on quantum physics
have been proposed in the literature [11]. Published papers
have shown that quantum genetic algorithms have faster convergence while still maintain a global search ability.
A plethora of quantum-inspired evolutionary algorithms
have been published [21]. In this paper, Quantum Genetic
algorithm was employed to address the hyperparameter tuning
problem. A variation of the classical implementation was
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used, based on qudits. Our approach was evaluated on the
MNIST [8] and CIFAR10 [18] datasets. Results obtained were
compared against results from classic genetic algorithm.
Section 2 covers quantum genetic algorithm. Both qubit and
qudit based algorithms are presented and discussed. Section
3 describes the setup of the experiments conducted. Section
4 shows the result of the experiments and the efficiency of
quantum genetic algorithm on hyperparameter optimization.
The paper concludes with future work on Section 5.
II. Q UANTUM G ENETIC A LGORITHMS
Genetic algorithm (GA) is an evolutionary type of algorithm
extensively used in optimization problems [4]. The main idea
behind GA is to mimic evolutionary process as seen in nature.
An initial population of chromosomes (made from genes) is
created and evaluated. The best individuals are then selected as
parents and new chromosomes are created. During the breed
step, a mutation can occur, changing the value of a gene.
Inspired by Quantum Computing, and based on quantum
mechanics, Quantum Genetic Algorithm (QGA) was proposed
[6], [11]. The main characteristic of QGA is the faster convergence to the local best, while performing global search.
Instead of bits, the smallest unit of information is a qubit [5].
A qubit can be on the ’0’ or ’1’ state, just like a normal bit, or
on the superposition state. When on superposition, the qubit
is on both states simultaneously, but collapses to one of them
when observed [11]. The state of a qubit can be described by
(1), where α and β are complex numbers and represent the
probability amplitudes of each state.
|qi = α|0i + β|1i

(1)

When observing the state of a qubit, |α|2 and |β|2 are the
probabilities that the qubit is on the ’0’ or the ’1’ state
respectively. It is guaranteed that the normalization state (2)
is satisfied.
|α|2 + |β|2 = 1
(2)
A chromosome in QGA is a set of Ν qubits. The chromosome’s state vector represents all the information of the
quantum system. As qubits are always on the superposition
state until observed, a chromosome that has m qubit can

represent 2m states. In order to represent the same number
of states on classic GA, 2m chromosomes are needed.
Instead of the crossover operation used in GA, in QGA a
quantum gate is used. The simplest form of a quantum gate,
that performs the phase rotation can be seen in (3).
R(θ) =

cosθ
sinθ

−sinθ
cosθ

(3)

Applying the quantum gate on the initial state vector |qi
(1) a new state vector |q’i is created (4). Quantum inspired
genetic algorithms have also been extended by implementing
GA operators, such as quantum disaster and mutation [19], as
well as exploiting parallelization [7] reducing computing time.
R(θ)|q 0 i =

cos(θ0 + θ)
sin(θ0 + θ)

(4)

A. Qudit Quantum Genetic Algorithm
Instead of the classical QGA using qubits, an algorithm
using qudits [12] to encode a chromosome can be used. A
qudit, is a quantum unit of information of n states, able to
be in any superposition of those. The simplest form of many
valued logic is the ternary quantum logic using qutrits. Qutrit
based QGA was evaluated and compared against QGA using
qubits [17]. Results shown that QGA using qutrits had a faster
convergence compared to conventional QGA.
A chromosome based on qudits can be represented as a
matrix of N qudits, each with μ states (5). An individual is
determined by N qudits, with (6) representing the state of
the i qudit. After initialization, the qudit can be in any of
the available states with equal probability. The initial state
representation of the qudit can be seen in (7).
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A parameter r is used to denote the decrease rate of
probability amplitudes of non-optimal values. Parameter r can
be adaptive or static. According to [17] static rate could reduce
the convergence speed of the algorithm, thus an adaptive
rate was employed. The aforementioned process simulates a
quantum rotation, with the angle of the rotation determined by
the rate the probability amplitudes change. As the value of r
increases, the rotation angle decreases and vice versa.
B. Quantum Disaster
Evolution process, as described above, may cause the QGA
to fall into a local optimal solution. In order to escape from
local optimal solutions quantum disaster was employed [10].
During quantum disaster a number of chromosomes, except
for the best, are re-initialized. This is achieved by changing
the probability amplitudes of each qudit, resulting in the initial
state shown on (7). The result of the aforementioned procedure
is the extension of the search area for optimal value.
Quantum disaster was evaluated in order to justify its
usage. Experiments were performed on CIFAR10 dataset.
QGA with and without quantum disaster were implemented.
Both algorithms run for 10 generations and the experiment was
repeated 10 times. As seen on Fig. 1 the average best solution
per generation was better when quantum disaster was enabled.
Additionally, the best solution found while using quantum
disaster, was approximately 3% better. The main difference
was that the best solution was found on every run when
quantum disaster was on. Without quantum disaster, the best
solution was only found once, as the algorithm was trapped
on local optimal solutions.

(5)

(6)
(7)

After the initialization of the population, each chromosome
is observed. Observation forces each qudit to collapse to one
of the available states. Evolution of the generation is based
on the modification of the probability amplitudes. The best
chromosome of the generation is chosen and each qudit’s
state is examined. For every individual on the population,
each qudit is modified by increasing the probability amplitude
of the state matching the best chromosome, while decreasing
the rest. As a result after evolution, the states that produced
the best solution are more likely to appear. By decreasing the
probability amplitudes of non optimal states, it is guaranteed
that (2) is not violated.

Figure 1. Average best solution per generation with and without Quantum
Destruction

As already mentioned, QGA can converge to the local
solution while performing global search. Quantum disaster
operation promotes that ability. Comparing the average fitness
of GA and QGA (see Fig 2), the global search functionality
can be seen. The average fitness curve for classic GA is
smoother compared to QGA. As individuals from the QGA
population search different areas for optimal solution, the
average fitness fluctuates.

Figure 2. Average fitness of GA & QGA population (10 evolution periods)

III. O UR APPROACH
In our work hyperparameter tuning was performed using
QGA based on qudits. Instead of a predefined number of
states, commonly used in related work, our approach works
with any number of states. Each parameter may have different
number of available states. As a result the search space can
be expanded resulting in better results. The number of states
is limited by hardware and constrained by available time - the
bigger the search space, the longer time required.
Our approach was evaluated against GA. QGA based on
qutrits [17] and binary QGA [11] could not be compared with
the method proposed on this paper. As the aforementioned
methods require three and two states respectively, the search
space would be limited resulting in non comparable results. Nstate QGA were implemented with a wide range of possible
values for each parameter. As a result, the value chosen for
each parameters was closer to optimal.
A. Experiments
Hyperparameter tuning using QGA experiments were performed on a PC equipped with Intel i9 CPU, 64 GB Ram,
Nvidia Titan XP GPU running Ubuntu. The relevant algorithms were implemented on Python programming language,
using Keras with Tensorflow backend [1].
Two datasets were used for the experiments, the MNIST and
CIFAR10. The hyperparameters tuned were: the number of
neurons, number of layers, activation function and optimizer.
Available values for each parameter can be seen on Table-I.
One of the assumptions made on the experiments was that
each layer had the same number of neurons.
Both GA and QGA were implemented and evaluated on
the same datasets. Classic GA were implemented with 0.2
chance for mutation, 0.4 of the population retained after each
generation and 0.1 probability of a rejected network to remain
in the population. During evolution, two different random
chromosomes from the retained population were chosen as
parents and two children were bred. The process was repeated
until the number of children bred were the same as the chro-

mosomes rejected. Each gene of the chromosome represented
the value of one of the parameters.
Implementation of the QGA was based on the qudit approach already discussed. The chromosome consisted of four
qudits. The available states of each qudit were the values
presented on Table-I. The probability of quantum disaster was
set to 0.1. The value of r was adaptive, changing if the best
solution remained the same in successive generations. Initial
probability amplitudes were set to √1n for each state, where n
was the number of available states of the qudit.
Hyperparameter tuning was performed on a Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP). The accuracy of the trained MLP was
used as fitness function. Since the optimal values of the
parameters were unknown beforehand, both algorithms run for
10 generations and the overall best network was returned as
optimal solution. Population was set to 20 chromosomes for
both GA and QGA. For each algorithm, experiments were
repeated 20 times. The top 10 chromosomes and the average
accuracy of the generation were logged.
IV. R ESULTS
Results obtained from the experiments showed that QGA
performed better compared to GA (Table II). On MNIST
dataset the performance of both algorithms was similar. The
overall best solution returned by the QGA was slightly better
but found one generation after the overall best returned by
GA. On CIFAR10 dataset, QGA outperformed the GA. The
best solution had an accuracy score of 56.69% compared to
53.18%. In addition to that, it was found on the 4th generation
compared to the 7th.
The two algorithms returned different solutions for both
datasets (see Table III). As GA are prone to local optimum
entrapment, the best solution depended on the initial population. If the best individual on the first generation was close to
a local optimal solution, the implemented genetic algorithm
could not always escape and converge to the global best.
Examining the average of the best solution on each generation QGA outperformed GA on each trial. As seen on Fig. 3
and Fig. 4, for MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets respectively,
solutions provided by QGA was always better compared to
GA. Additionally, on CIFAR10 dataset (Fig. 4) it is clear that,
most of the times, the best solution was found earlier compared
to GA. Finding the best solution (or one that is close to the
best) as soon as possible is crucial when the search space is big
and the optimal values are unknown, since it could potentially
reduce the algorithm’s generations. Execution time for both
algorithms was similar and QGA did not add a significant
computational overhead.
V. C ONCLUSION
Hyperparameter tuning is a research area with increased interest. In this paper we investigated the use of quantum genetic
algorithm on the specific problem. QGA were implemented
along with quantum disaster operation. QGA with and without
quantum destruction were evaluated before implementing the
aforementioned operation. Using quantum disaster allowed the

Table I
AVAILABLE VALUES FOR EACH PARAMETER .
Parameter
Number of neurons
Number of layers
Activation function
Optimizer

Values
8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 300, 512, 768, 850, 1024, 2048
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
relu, elu, tanh, sigmoid, softmax, selu, expontential, linear, softplus, softsign
rmsprop, adam, sgd, adagrad, adadelta, adamax, nadam

Number of States
12
15
10
7

Table II
R ESULTS FOR MNIST & CIFAR10 DATASETS
Algorithm
GA
QGA

MNIST Best
98.51%
98.68%

MNIST Generation
6th
7th

CIFAR10 Best
53.18%
56.69%

CIFAR10 Generation
8th
4th

Table III
B EST PARAMETERS RETURNED

Parameter
Number of Neurons
Number of Layers
Activation
Optimizer

MNIST
1800
2
relu
adagrad

GA
CIFAR10
256
1
sigmoid
sgd

MNIST
1200
2
sigmoid
adamax

QGA
CIFAR10
512
8
softplus
adamax

Figure 4. Average best solution per generation for CIFAR10 dataset

VI. F UTURE W ORK

Figure 3. Average best solution per generation for MNIST dataset

algorithm to avoid local optimal solutions and converge to
global best.
Results showed that QGA converged to the local solution
while still performing global search, thus escaping local optimal. N-state QGA were employed with different number
of states for each parameter tuned. The best solution found
on both datasets (MNIST and CIFAR10) was better and was
found earlier (generation wise) compared to classic GA.
Compared to classic QGA and QGA based on qutrits, Nstate QGA are more suitable for hyperparameter tuning. As
the number of possible states for each parameter varies, a
state independent approach is recommended. In our work, the
search space can be, in theory, expanded indefinitely. The only
limitations are hardware and execution time.

In our work the evolutionary algorithms did not alter the
topology of the MLP. There are methods proposed in the
literature that employ GA not only to tune the various parameters of a neural network, but also alter it’s architecture and
topology [14]. QGA could potentially improve such techniques
and further investigation is needed.
Experiments were only performed on a MLP classifier.
Future work should focus on classifiers with more complex
layer architecture such as convolution neural networks. A
proper representation of the problem has to be proposed as
different types of layers are available (max pooling layer,
convolution layer etc). In addition to that, common layer
architecture must be taken into consideration, i.e. a convolution
layer is usually followed by a max pooling layer.
Additionally, it is necessary to perform a detailed analysis
on the parameter r, used to modify the probability amplitudes.
Although work on that area has already been published [17],
further investigation is required. The value of r determines
how fast the algorithm switches to local search. Thus, it is
important to explore how to properly change it during the
execution of the algorithm, in order to achieve better results.
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